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ABSTRACT 
; :, :.’ :. !j 

When fs laser nulses intemct with solid sur&es at intensities n2 > lo’* W/cm2 um2. collimated&elativistic 
electron beams are generated. These electrons can be used fir producing intense X-r&liahon 
I& ) fix pumping au irmer&.ell X-ray laser. The basic concept of such a laser involves the 
electrou beam in a material which converts electron energy iuto appropriate pump photous. ,I 

Using the ATLAS titanium-sapphire laser at Max-Plauck-Ins&t fiir Quanteuoptik, we inv * d&J -gate the 
generation of hot electrons and of characteristic radiation iu copper. The laser (200 m.l/130 fs) is’ &used by 
means of an of&axis parabola to a diameter of about 10 pm. By varying the position of the focus, “’ 
the copper K, - yield as a function of inteasity in a range from 10” to 2 x 10” W/cm2 while keep’ ’ the laser 

f 

measure 

pulse energy constaut. Surprisingly, the highest emission is obtained at an intensity of about 10’:; W/cm’ _ 
However, this result is readily explained by the weak scaling of the hotelectrou temperature with in$zusity. An 
efficiency of 2 x IO+ for the conversion of laser energy into capper K, is measured. :! 

Simulations of the interaction of the hot electrons with the cold target material and the 
rays arc c&cd out by means of the ‘IIGER/ITS code, a time-independent, coupled electron/photon 
transport code. The code c&&es the propagation of individual electrons and the generation of pho&s in cold 
material. Compakm of the code predictions with our data shows au &icicncy of I5% for the ge+ration of 
electrons with enexgies in the 100 keV range. ‘.Z 

A second experiment involves the demonstration of photopumping of an innershell transition 
the copper radiation. Compariug the emission with the one of nickel, which is not photopumped 
photons, an enhancement of more than a f&or of two was obtained. An essential part of this 
use of a 1 mm carbon sheet to block the electrons f?om the material to be photopumped. : 

Keywords: X-ray lasers, laser plasmas, cbam&nsa * ‘CX-rays 
:I 
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Significant progress in the field of soft X-ray lasers has been achieved with the 
t,: 

observati 
at waveleugths below 10 nm and with a considerable reduction of the required pump 
example, the papers ,m ‘). U&xtumucly, however, the problem of generatiug gain in 
unsolved. It is in this region, that a number of exciting applications of coherent X-rays, such as ho1 
resolved dif&ctiou or lithography are waiting to be exploited. .I: -1 

:.’ 



The main obstacle to realiz&ing a hard X-ray laser is, of course, the extremely high intensity j&tired to 
pump it. Simple scaling laws2 derived from the Einstein relations lead to intensities around 10” W/cm?‘iCor a laser 
at 1 keV. Fortunately, in recent years, considerable progress in the development of ultrashort-pulse!‘&rs34 in 
particular the invention of the CPA technique6 has made it possible tc generate intensities even exc&&g as 
value. Thus, it seems fhsible to reconsider keV X-ray lasers taking into’ account the new ge$jz-ati~ of 
ultrashort-pulse lasers. J 4: -.: 

It has been lmown for some time that at intensities of about 10” W/cm2 (at wavekmgths around 1 i&n) a new 
quality of interaction of laser pulses with a plasma is inducsd, owing to the f&t that the eiectrons quiv&ing in the 
laser field become relativistic. These relativistic effects include se&focusing of the laser pulse, #ubsequent 
generation of channels of propagation and generation of 3rectcd electron beamsG” We recently pain ” 
a combination of these effects can be used to alleviate considerably the problem of pumping a keV X ” s 

out that 
y laser.‘3 

The favorable f&ures considered include an increase in the applied intensities due to self-focusing, S$mation of 
a relatively long channel in which the energy is deposited and application of the relativistic el&rons for 
traveling-wave excitation wirh the veIocity of light. i’ 

!* !i 
In the present paper we first discuss the concept of a relativistic&ly supported X-ray laser, &d present 

simulations to lay down the pumping requirements. In the second part of the paper we report expexirr@ts which 
investigate basic features of hot electron generation and propagation in cold material. : I 

2. CONCEPT OF A RELdlTIVISTIC PLASMA-PUMPED X-RAY LASER’ ;.j 
I iI 

At intensities &Z2 = 10” W pm2 /cm2 the velocity of the electrons oscillating in the laser field becon&s so high 
that a sign&ant mass increase takes place. The resulting reduction in the tim~averaged plasma freqrijmcy leads 
to an increase of the plasma n&active index for the laser pulse. Thus, for a laser pulse with &I intensity 
maximum on axis a self-focusing mechanism takes place which overcomes the beam spread due to d&action at 
a critical power given byI ;?; 1: 

P, = 17 NJN, [GWJ, 

where AT, and N,, are the critical electron dens@ and the plasma electron density 
show that relativistic self-focusing leads to a pulse propagation channel only a few 
length ofmany dB?action distance5. ::. I:; 

:.; 
A second relativistic effect consists in acceleration of electrons due to the Lorentz force, as given bk v,, x BL , 

where v,, is the quiver velocity of the electrons in the laser field and & is the magnetic @Id of the 
electromagnetic wave. It is well known that for a plane wave the Lorentz force will not eventually lea4#o forward 
acceleration of the electrons, since all of the energy will be returned to the field a&r the laser p@se.” PIC 
simulations show, however, that under realistic conditions, i.e. for a laser pulse with an intensity pro&e peaking 
on axis, or in a plasma, a number of mechanisms lead to net acceleration of the electrons. Collii.t#d electron 
beams with a Bohzm.arm distribution with energies of several MeV are pr&~M~‘~ I r. 

Reviewing X-ray laser schemes which might operate under the conditions outlined above, one has & conclude 
that the ones most successful in the soft X-ray region, viz. recombination pumping and electrot&ollisional 
excitation, are very difficult to implement with a relativistic plasma. The high electron temperatu&s and the 
corresponding low cross-sections for atomic interactions prechtcle the generation of a high pu$pmg rate 
Innershell photopumping, however, seems to be well suited to application of relativistic effects. 1.: : 

.: y: 
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While the principles of this scheme wore already laid down many years ago,16 its realization has io far been 
impeded by major difficulties. Consider the particular case of lasing on a K, - transition as a re&esentative 
example of innershell excitation: ‘. 

1. Inversion on an innershell transition is generated only by appropriate photons, i.e. photons ahbve the K- 
edge of a material. Electrons invariably destroy the inversion due to their large cross-section for &era&g L- 
shell holes. Thus, the electrons generated by the photoionization and Auger processes thexnselve$ and those 
subsequently produced by collisional ionization terminate the gain and eventually lead to absorption. :: 

2. Rapid nonradiative decay of the K-holes (Auger decay) results in a high loss rate of the generated 
inversion. 

3. The high background absorption of the lasing material (invariahly resulting from photoionizati$n from the 
L-shell and higher shehs) requires a high gain coeflicient to get into the net gain region. .: 

‘i 

F 
Fortunately, as will be shown beIow, the l?rst two obstacles can be overcome by reducing the .&mp pulse 

duration to values witbin reach ofpresent short-pulse lasers. The third problem leads to a threshold $mp power 
which has to be exceeded to achieve net gain. 

Computer simulations were carried out with RELAX, an atomic lcixtic code which calculates K+#nd L-hole 
populations, taking into account the electron avalanche generated by collisional ionization from outer +eUs. As a 
first example, in fig. 1 the result for an argon I& - laser at 2.96 keV is shown. Potassium K, - phot ” (hv 
keV) are taken to be the pump. The argon K-edge is at 3.21 keV. The pump photons are assumed t& 7tJ 

= 3.3 
e emitted 

from the side of a thin cylinder which is surrounded by the argon gain medium at a density of ld’ cm-? 
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Fig. 1: Tiio evolution of the &I gain coefficient in argon for pump pulse durations ef25, SO and 100 fk$Potassium 
K, - radiation is assumed for the Pump. For a radiating cylinder of 10 pm diameter and lmm length the in4’ ted pump 
phofon flux of 10” photons/cm2 s corresponds to a total number of 8 x 1014 pump photons for a 25 fs pumps, se. The 

curves demonstrate the inerease in the gain enefficient when tie pump pulse is shortened. F .; 
i 1 
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Cobalt KU 

density 1021 cm3 i’ 1 

n = 1033 cm-2 s-1 :: 
P 

‘I ,.: ;: .: 

Fig. 2: Temporal evolution aftbe &I @I coefficient in cobalt for pump pulse duratioos of25,50 and 
K, - radiation is assumed for the pump. The indicated pump photon flux of lO33 photons/cm2 6 correspo 
number of 8 x 10” pump photons for a 25 fi pump pulse, ifa *ting cylinder with a diameter of 10 pm y 1 mm 

lengthisassumed. ::I 
;; 

As a second example we show the nxnporal gain evoh&ion for cobalt as a gain medium (Fig. 2); ..r energy 
of the F&r - photons is 6.93 keV. The simulafions assume copper K, - pump photons with an ever y.: 
above the cobalt K-edge at 7.7 keV. pig. 2 shows the gain history at a cobalt density of 102’ /cm h 

8.04 keV, 
. that the 

pump photon flux was raised by a factor of 10 as compared to argon in order to get a similar gain$o&icient, 
The pump photon flux of 1O33 /cm* s easiiy drives the system into the net gain region. :: 

-I' 

lk good newi Corn these simulations is that in both cases significant net gain is achieved&d that a 
measurable gain-length is obtained for a gain medium of 1 mm in length However, meeting the abde pumping 
rquiremmts is certainly not a trivial task. Pump energy could be saved by fintber shortening the ,pQunp pulse, 
however, the shorter the pump pulse the higher must be the energy of the electrons in order to avoid 4 mismatch 
between the eleetron veloci@ and the velocity of light. A further problem arises Srom the requirement&hat only a 
small fraction of the electrons are allowed to reach the gain medium, since as mentioned above, they pnemte L- 
holes, the lower level of the la&g transition. A high degree of collimation of the electron beam ,$ therefore 
essential for the scheme to be foible. .:, 

> 
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3. EXPERIMENTS I 

Experiments were carried out in our laboratory in order to investigate the mechanisms of 
characteristic X-ray generation and demonstrate the basic feasibility of photopumping. The 
sapphix laser at MPQ, used for these investigations, has a power of 2 .TW with a pulse duration ad 430 f%. The 
laser pulse was focused p-polarized on copper targets using an of&a%is parabola. The peak in&x&&ached at 
best fixus was 2 x 10” W/cm*. An X-ray CCD in the energy readout mode17was used fbr detcctioti.! The CCD 
was absolutely calibrated by means of a radioacrive Mn” source.’ .I. 
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Fig. 3: Copper K, - photons per stemd emitted from the front of a slab target Negative values of the a#cissa 
indicate a focus in front of the target. For positive values the focus is within th& target. Squares: expeji$ental 

data. Solid line: simularion result using the TIGIWJTS code. For details see text. .i 

Applying no prep&e (except for the intrinsic one, see”) it was fbund that .the spectrum in the &ard X-ray 
region consisted predominantly of& - photo&s (hv = 8.03 kev). The:& - yield was measured in @II intensity 
range tztencling several orders of magnitude. me intensity was varied by defocusing the laser be@, tius the ’ 
energy on target wu kept constant. In this way the copper K, .- yield shown in fig. 3 was measured. ‘b 

The most interesting aspecI of these data is that the maximum number of photons is not obtaitled 4 best f&us 
but with a considerably d&used beam. This obsenration can be explained by realiiing that - 
theory - the electron temperature depends only weakly on the applied intensity’g a f%ct which is also 

‘cording to 

PIG simuIations.20*z’ Moreover, for the front side emission the X-ray yield of cblder electrons is 
3 

- 
{. edicted by 

r since the 
electrons do not penetzate deep into the target. The solid line in fig. 3 is a theoretical result obtai& 

““bp 
with the 

TIGER/KS Monte-Carlo electron/photon propagation code, (originally called ETRGN22), scaling .i e eIectron 
temperature as ;r 

1;: 
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and taking the intensity distribution of the focused pulse into account. For this simulation tJ&e electron 
temperature at the highest intensity in the center of the focal spot was assumed to be 100 keV. De@.ils of this 
experiment and the simulations will be published elsewhere.23 .: 

:i 
A significant feature of these measurements, which is not underst.+ at the moment, is the sIi&~gSymmetry 

of the data around the position of best f-&zus. To account for this. &ymmetry, the theoretical curvy&, had to be 
shifted by 100 pm in the direction of propagation of the laser beam. Thus, it seens that a focus locate! within the 
target generate8 hotter electrons than a focus exactly at the target surface. - 

The maximum photon yield of about 10” copper K, - photons per steradian corresponds to an cf@i~cy of 2 
x lo4 for conversion of laser energy into these photons. By matching the sixnulations to the measur#i absolute 
photon number we arrive at a total number of 1.2 x 10” electrons with energies between l.0 and 100 &eV at best 
focus. The absolute number of electrons increases if the beam is defocused. The conversion eBici&$y into hot 
electrons, assumed to be constant in the theory, becomes 15%, which is in a similar range as measur$l by other 
laboratmicx”~ 

An experiment was carried out to demomte the possibility of using the strong copper lL - &Ii&ion to 
photopump cobalt K, - emission. Targets were fabricated which con&ted of a 10 pm copper foil ticked by 1 
mm of carbon and &minatzd with a final layer of 15 pm of cobalt or 10 p of n.ickeI. The copper &, - photon 
enew is above the cobalt K-edge but below the one of nickel. A significantly higher yield of &balt K, - 
radiation is thcrcfixe a signature for photopumping. The carbon layer was inserted to act as an elect@@ blocker, 
preventing K-holes fiorn beig generated in either material by the electrons. Electfons with an ener$y of up to 
300 keV are stopped by 1 mm of carbon.26 

40 
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Fig. 3: Result of an experiment to dcmonstrarc photopumping of cobalt K, by characteristic radiation of cop&. Spectra 
from two types of targets are shown which have either a cobalt or nickel backing. The cobalt G-line at $$9 keV is 
observed to exceed the corresponding nickel line at 7.3 keV by more than a factor of two. The copper pu$& Iine at 
8.04 keV is seen in the case of nickel, but not for cobalt, for which material it is above the K-edge. ‘I :, 
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The results  are shown in fig. 3, which displays the hard X-ray spectra obtaiued by observing fion~:,‘ ehind the 
8 target. The radiation was filtered by 100 pm of beryllium and 15 pm of cobalt. It is  seen that the halt I<Q  -  

emiss ion is  more than a factor of two higher than the one of nickel. This  enhancement demonstrateg,jat least in 
principle, the feasibility of an efficient generation of K-holes by photopumping and also shows that : 

rt 
e idea of 

stopping the electrons b&ore they reach the gain medium is  a reasonable one. An improved ve on of the 
experiment, optimized by carefilly  choosing the thicknesses of the+arious layers and the compo$gon of the 
blocking layer is  planned for the near future. ‘.: :; 

1. 

5. CONCLUSIONS ; 

The intensities required to pump an X-ray laser in the 10 keV region considerably exceed lO I 
such inter&&s relativ istic effects such as self%cus ing, channehng and generation of directed el 
occur. A scheme has been presented which uses these effixts to improve the conditions fir pump’ 
X-ray laser. Favorable features include a sav ing in pump power due to self-focusing and the 

. traveling-wave exc itation due to the reh&+tic propagation of the ekctron beam- Nevertheless, 
requirements for a keV X-ray laser are still extremely  high. As an example, s imulations predict that c’ 3s 

P”“P’“s  
e fo 10’ 

pump photons, emitted in less than 100 fs are necessary for driv ing an argon I& -  laser into the! region of 
measurable gain Furthermore, a high degree of collimation of the electrons is  essential in order to pri@art them 
from reaching the gain medium and to generating an absorption. .‘; 

.: 

Experiments show that intense characteristic copper rad.iation is  readily  obtained upon interaction : a6 ’ a fi laser 
pulse with a solid copper target. W e measured the number of copper & -  photons emitted fIom the f&t s ide of 
a copper s lab target using a weakly  relativ istic intensity of 2 x  10” W /cm’ to be 10”. Compar$w of this 
number with the result of a s imulation y ields a conversion efficiency of 15% into supratbermal electroT. 

;; 
As a f%st step towards an X-ray laser in the keV region, photopumping of cobalt EC, -  radiation at $9 keV by 

copper L-shell radiation was demonsuated. A gain demonstration, however, requires considerably h4&her pump 
power and rhe application of shorter pump pulses. :1 

; 
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